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Bioluminescence Imaging of Individual Fibroblasts
Reveals Persistent, Independently Phased
Circadian Rhythms of Clock Gene Expression
malian circadian rhythms. This conclusion was based
on SCN lesion and transplant studies, as well as demon-
strations that SCN tissue can generate rhythms of neu-
ronal firing and other physiological outputs [4, 5]. When
monitored at the single-cell level on multielectrode
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reporters to demonstrate independent peripheral oscil-
lators throughout Drosophila tissues [14], came the dis-
covery that rhythmic clock gene expression can even beSummary
found in immortalized mammalian cell lines [3]. Further
application of luciferase reporter genes in mammals hasCircadian (ca. 24 hr) oscillations in expression ofmam-
malian “clock genes” are found not only in the supra- permitted gene expression rhythms to be followed longi-
tudinally in explants of peripheral tissues from trans-chiasmatic nucleus (SCN), the central circadian pace-
maker, but also in peripheral tissues [1]. Under genic mPer1::luc rats [2] and in transfected fibroblasts
[15, 16]. The peripheral cell or tissue rhythms, however,constant conditions in vitro, however, rhythms of pe-
ripheral tissue explants [2] or immortalized cells [3] tend to damp out within a few cycles until restarted by
serum shock or medium change, whereas rhythms ofdamp partially or completely. It is unknown whether
this reflects an inability of peripheral cells to sustain SCN explants are more robust and can persist for more
than 50 days [17]. This damping of peripheral circadianrhythms, as SCN neurons can, or a loss of synchrony
among cells. Using bioluminescence imaging of Rat-1 rhythms has led to the hypothesis that peripheral cells
contain damped rather than self-sustained circadian os-fibroblasts transfected with a Bmal1::luc plasmid and
primary fibroblasts dissociated from mPer2Luciferase-SV40 cillators [3, 16].
Several observations cast doubt on this hypothesisknockin mice, we monitored single-cell circadian
rhythms of clock gene expression for 1–2 weeks. We of damped peripheral circadian oscillators. First, some
degree of damping is also observed in SCN explantsfound that single fibroblasts can oscillate robustly and
independently with undiminished amplitude and di- frommPer1::luc rodents, despite firm evidence that SCN
verse circadian periods. Cells were partially synchro- neurons are self-sustained oscillators. Second, with a
nized by medium changes at the start of an experi- more physiological “knockin” reporter, in which lucifer-
ment, but due to different intrinsic periods, their ase is fused to the endogenous mPER2 clock protein,
phases became randomly distributed after several circadian rhythmicity of peripheral tissue explants is still
days. Closely spaced cells in the same culture did detectable after 3 weeks in isolation [18]. Thus, the dif-
not have similar phases, implying a lack of functional ference in damping between SCN and other tissues ap-
coupling among cells. Thus, like SCN neurons, single pears to be quantitative rather than qualitative, and pe-
fibroblasts can function as independent circadian os- ripheral circadian clocks must have at least some
cillators; however, lack of oscillator coupling in disso- capacity for self-sustained oscillation.
ciated cell cultures leads to a loss of synchrony among The reasons for the partial damping and for the greater
individual cells and damping of the ensemble rhythm damping in peripheral tissues than in SCN remain ob-
at the population level. scure, however. One possibility is that only some cells
damp, or that cells damp only partially, perhaps due
Results and Discussion to a defective molecular oscillator or perhaps due to
depletion of luciferase substrate or nutrients from the
The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the hypothala- culturemedium [18]. An alternative hypothesis, originally
muswas long thought to be the exclusive driver of mam- suggested byBalsalobre et al. [3], is that individual cellu-
lar oscillators, rather than damping out, merely drift out
of phase, effectively canceling one another out, such*Correspondence: welshdk@scripps.edu
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that there is a decrease in amplitude of the ensemble diverse and variable circadian periods such that their
phases were randomly distributed by the end of therhythmic output from a culture. In this case, differences
observed among SCN explants, peripheral tissue ex- experiment.
Of 144 cells monitored and rhythmic for the entireplants, and dissociated cells might reflect differences
in coupling among component cellular oscillators, each experiment, there was no significant change in ampli-
tude overall. This was quantified by the amplitude factorof which is autonomous and self-sustained. In order to
test this cellular desynchrony hypothesis directly, we (AF), which specifies the factor bywhich fitted amplitude
changes per day, and in this case was not significantlymonitored circadian rhythms of clock gene expression
with single cell resolution, using bioluminescence im- different from 1.0 (mean  0.98, i.e., a decrease of 2%
per day, SE  0.01, p  0.05). However, amplitudeaging of Rat-1 fibroblasts acutely transfected with an
mBmal1::luc plasmid and primary fibroblasts dissoci- changes were not consistent between experiments: in
the experiment beginning 5 days posttransfection andated from mPer2Luciferase-SV40 (mPER2::LUC-SV40) knockin
mice. We show that damping in Rat-1 and primary fibro- lasting 15 days, overall field brightness increased by
44%, and 54 of 66 cells (82%) increased in amplitudeblast cultures is explained by loss of synchrony among
cells rather than damping of individual cell rhythms. (mean AF  1.07, SE  0.01, p  0.001); whereas, in a
second experiment beginning 24 days after transfection
and lasting 9 days, overall field brightness decreased
Individual Rat-1 Fibroblasts Are Persistent, by 31%, and 57 of 78 cells (73%) decreased in amplitude
Independent Circadian Oscillators (mean AF  0.93, SE  0.01, p  0.001). These upward
Because damped peripheral circadian oscillations were and downward trends of single-cell amplitude observed
first observed in Rat-1 cells [3], and they continue to at different times posttransfection are consistent with
serve as a model system [15, 16], we first attempted the broad peak of luminescence observed in the lumino-
single-cell monitoring in these cells. Rat-1 cell cultures meter at 2–3 wks posttransfection even in the absence
transfected with mBmal1::luc (n  6) and left undis- of circadian oscillations at the culture level (Figure 1).
turbed in the luminometer expressed high levels of lumi- They likely reflect the same slow dynamics of reporter
nescence, with circadian rhythms that damped rapidly plasmid copy number, unrelated to circadian clock func-
over several days, followed by a gradual rise to a peak tion. Moreover, damping of the ensemble rhythm of the
level (1000 counts/s) at 2–3 weeks posttransfection, cultures is clearly present even soon after transfection,
and finally a gradual decline thereafter (Figure 1A). Me- when most individual cells are increasing in amplitude
dium changeswere sufficient to reinitiate damped circa- (Figure 1C). Therefore, the rapid ensemble damping is
dian rhythmicity at any point, even during the decline. much better explained by loss of synchrony among cells
In order to take into account possible effects of these than by damping of individual cells.
long-term dynamics of expression, we scheduled sin-
gle-cell imaging experiments to begin when expression
was rising at 5 days after transfection and after expres- Individual Primary Fibroblasts Are Persistent,
Independent Circadian Oscillatorssion had peaked at 24 days. Because we changed the
medium before beginning single-cell imaging, we ex- We next studied single-cell circadian oscillations in a
more physiological cell type and reporter system. Topected to be able to observe the single-cell correlates
of both the long-term expression changes and the more circumvent irregularities that might be associated with
genetic modifications endemic to cell lines, we usedrapid damping of circadian rhythms.
A total of 188 Rat-1 cells were monitored in two sepa- primary fibroblasts. We also wanted to avoid the con-
founding influence of plasmid dynamics associated withrate cultures, and all of these were rhythmic for at least
3 days (period 18–32 hr, p  0.05). For 144 cells moni- acute transfection and to use a reporter more faithful
to endogenous clock gene dynamics. Thus, we turnedtored and rhythmic over the entire experiment (Movie 1
in the Supplemental Data available with this article on- to primary fibroblasts dissociated from mPER2::LUC-
SV40 knockin mice. Cultures of these cells were alsoline), the average period was 23.14 1.98 hr ( SD) but
ranged widely between 19.1 and 30.3 hr. Some cells rhythmic when monitored in the luminometer but with
lower luminescence intensity of100–200 counts/s. Un-could be followed for only a portion of the experiment
because of cell movement, change in brightness, or like for Rat-1 cells, average daily luminescence intensity
remained stable for months when cultures were healthy.occasional cell death. Other cells could not be fitted
with a single sine wave for the entire experiment (9–15 Damped ensemble circadian rhythms were evident after
each medium change, with amplitude factors of 0.8.days) because of phase or period instability. Therefore,
start and end phases were estimated based on the first Unlike tissue explants [18], the dissociated fibroblasts
were usually completely arrhythmic by 3 weeks after aand last 3 days of the experiment, rather than on a single
fitted curve. For 105 cells rhythmic during the first 3 medium change. Single-cell studies were performed on
three cultures that had expressed such patterns in thedays, start phases were significantly clustered (p 
0.0001) at amean vector of 125 (15.7 circadian hr before luminometer for 2–4 months.
Primary fibroblasts from the mPER2::LUC-SV40peak luminescence). On the other hand, for 111 cells
rhythmic during the last 3 days, end phases were ran- knockin mice were nearly 100-fold dimmer than the
Rat-1 cells (mean 2.23 versus 199 photons/min/cell) butdomly distributed (p  0.9; Figure 1B). Thus, individual
Rat-1 cells were all rhythmic (although somewhat unsta- all had prominent circadian rhythms (n  178, p  0.01;
Figure 2; see also Movie 2) with periods of 25.65  1.40ble) and were partially synchronized by the medium
change at the start of the experiment but expressed hr (mean  SD, range 22.4–29.7 hr; Figure 3A). Despite
Persistent Circadian Rhythms of Single Fibroblasts
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Figure 1. Rat-1 Cell Rhythms
(A) Long-term luminometer recording of luminescence in a 35 mm culture dish of Rat-1 cells acutely transfected with themBmal1::luc circadian
reporter plasmid. Cells were transfected 1 day before the recording began and treated with a serum shock (50% serum  2 hr) just prior to
recording. Note the initial circadian oscillations that damp out quickly in the first few days, followed by a slow increase in luminescence to a
broad peak at 2–3 weeks after transfection. Even when the luminescence begins to decline, changing medium restores circadian oscillations.
(B) Phases of individual Rat-1 cell luminescence rhythms were significantly clustered at the start of each experiment but randomly distributed
by the end. Each blue triangle indicates the phase of one cell, following the convention that 0 is the phase of the fitted peak of the luminescence
rhythm. The radial line indicates the average start phase (127, or 15.7 circadian hr before peak), and the arc indicates the 95% confidence
interval.
(C) Plots of bioluminescence over the course of a 2 week experiment beginning 5 days after transfection. Medium was changed just prior to
starting the experiment. Plots are of two representative Rat-1 cells (22 and 48), the sum of all 100 cells monitored in the experiment, and the
entire microscope field. Note that the two individual cells begin with similar phases, peaking 15 hr after the start of the experiment, but that
due to differences in period and phase instability, the cells have drifted completely out of phase by the end of the experiment. The amplitudes
of the individual cell rhythms are variable but do not damp significantly. Cell 22 actually increases its amplitude toward the end of the
experiment. A movie of Cell 48 can be seen in Movie 1, which will be available in the Supplemental Data online when this article goes to print
(December 29, 2004). As the cells become desynchronized, they begin to cancel out one another’s rhythms, and this is reflected in the rapidly
damped oscillations seen in the arithmetic sum of luminescence from all 100 cells monitored, as well as in the luminescence from the entire
microscope field. Finally, in accordance with the expected increase in plasmid expression at 5–10 days posttransfection (see [A]), there is an
upward-sloping baseline evident in the ensemble rhythms.
the much lower levels of luminescence, the circadian sion in fibroblasts [19]. On the other hand, end phases
were randomly distributed (n 178, p 0.2; Figure 3B).rhythms of these cells were more robust than those of
the Rat-1 cells, with very stable periods and phases, Thus, compared to the Rat-1 cells, individual primary
fibroblasts were much more robustly rhythmic and wereand all could be fitted nicely with a single sine wave
curve. The robustness of the rhythms evident in the raw partially synchronized to approximately the opposite
phase by the medium change at the start of an experi-data (Figure 2B) is reflected in the Q(P) value of the
chi-square periodogram, which averaged 296.2  49.3 ment but, like the Rat-1 cells, expressed a diversity of
circadian periods such that their phases were also ran-(mean SD, n 100) for the fibroblasts versus 156.2
56.6 (mean SD, n 154) for the Rat-1 cells (excluding domly distributed by the end of the experiment (Figures
3C and 4).cells with incomplete data or 30 min resolution, t test,
p  0.0001). Phases at the start of the experiment were The lack of significant phase clustering by the end
of the experiment suggests an absence of functionalsignificantly clustered (n  178, p  0.0001) at a mean
vector of 295 (4.3 circadian hr before peak). This is coupling among individual cellular oscillators. They
seem to drift freely out of phase over the course of theapproximately in antiphase to the Rat-1 cells with the
mBmal1::luc reporter, consistent with the known anti- experiment without influencing one another’s rhythms.
As a more rigorous test of this hypothesis, we examinedphase relationship betweenmBmal1 andmPer2 expres-
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Figure 2. Primary Fibroblast Rhythms
(A) Bioluminescence images of primary fibroblasts dissociated from tails of mPER2::LUC-SV40 knockin mice, showing circadian rhythms of
luminescence. Because the cells emitted only a few photons per minute, detection of single-cell luminescence required 30 min exposures
and binning of pixels 8  8 to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Cells 1–4 peak near 0 and 24 hr elapsed time, whereas cells 5–8 peak about
15 hr later. See Movie 2 for a dynamic view of single-cell luminescence rhythms in a larger field of view.
(B) Representative circadian bioluminescence rhythms from individual primary fibroblasts, over the course of an experiment lasting more than
8 days. Compared to the Rat-1 cells, the primary fibroblast rhythms are much more robust, with greater phase and period stability, and more
regular amplitude. No damping of single-cell rhythms was evident.
all possible pairs of fibroblasts within a culture (n  phased circadian oscillators that are self-sustained for
many days in vitro. In fact, their circadian function ap-6078) and asked whether cells that were closer together
tended to have more similar phases or periods. We pears very similar to SCNneurons assayed onmultielec-
trode arrays for rhythms of neuronal firing [6] exceptfound no correlation between the spatial distance and
the difference in start or end phase, even when limiting that they are evidently sensitive to a wider range of
resetting stimuli, including serum shock, glucocorti-the analysis to cells within 500 m of each other (n 
444). We did find a small positive correlation between coids, cold pulses, and even medium changes [19–22].
This supports the notion that fibroblasts may serve asdistance and period difference (r  0.09, r2  0.01, p 
0.0001), which could reflect a small effect on circadian a valid model for core circadian clock function that is
largely generalizable to SCN [19, 23].period of subtle but stable local variations in a cell’s
microenvironment within the dish. Thus, individual fibro- Our data also resolve a long-standing question about
the source of damping previously observed in circadianblasts are independent single-cell circadian oscillators.
Primary fibroblasts generally maintained robust rhythms of peripheral cells and tissues. For both Rat-1
fibroblasts and dissociated primary fibroblasts, damp-rhythms throughout the entire experiment (7–11 days),
and overall, there was a small but significant increase ing in vitro reflects gradual desynchrony of many in-
dependent cellular oscillators with diverse circadianin fitted amplitude (mean AF  1.03, SE  0.009, p 
0.001), indicating that cells tended to gain amplitude at periods, and restoration of amplitude by chemical or
environmental stimuli reflects temporary partial resyn-a rate of3% per day. On the other hand, the difference
betweenmean fitted amplitude at the start of the experi- chronization of these component oscillators. Izumo et
al. [16] recently questioned whether desynchrony couldment (1.87 photons/min) and at the end of the experi-
ment (2.08 photons/min) was modest and did not reach explain damping in Rat-1 cell cultures because popula-
tion rhythms broadened only slightly as they damped,statistical significance (repeated measures t test, p 
0.14). Thus, individual fibroblasts are independent, non- but this was only based on a qualitative assessment.
The extent to which desynchrony explains damping fordamping single-cell circadian oscillators (Figure 5).
other peripheral cell populations or tissues is an open
question; we cannot rule out the possibility that otherDiscussion
These experiments demonstrate that individual fibro- cell types may be damped oscillators or arrhythmic.
Nevertheless, our finding in fibroblasts has the funda-blast cells are capable of functioning as independently
Persistent Circadian Rhythms of Single Fibroblasts
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Figure 3. Desynchrony of Primary Fibroblasts
(A) Individual primary fibroblasts expressed diverse circadian periods. Above is a histogram of circadian period values for luminescence
rhythms of 178 primary fibroblasts cultured from mPER2::LUC-SV40 knockin mice. Periods averaged 25.65 hr but ranged widely from 22.4 to
29.7 hr. Below is a raster plot showing two cells with clearly different periods. In the raster plot, time of day is plotted left to right and
successive days down the page, such that vertically adjacent points are 24 hr apart. Each row is extended to 48 hr, duplicating data in the
next row, so that patterns crossing midnight can be appreciated. One cell with a period 24 hr is plotted in red, another cell with a period 24
hr is plotted in blue, and thick bars designate times when the luminescence for a cell was above the mean for each row. Due to different
circadian periods, the cells’ phase relationship changes over time.
(B) Phases of fibroblast luminescence rhythms were significantly clustered at the start of each experiment but randomly distributed by the
end. Each blue triangle represents the phase of one cell, following the convention that 0 is the phase of the fitted peak of the luminescence
rhythm. The radial line indicates the average start phase (295, or 4.3 circadian hr before peak), and the arc indicates the 95% confidence
interval.
(C) Damping population rhythms emerge from undamped single-cell rhythms, as illustrated by plots of bioluminescence over the course of
an 11 day experiment. Medium was changed just prior to starting the experiment. Plots are of two representative fibroblasts (6 and 10), the
sum of all 25 cells monitored, and the entire microscope field. Damped luminescence rhythmicity previously recorded from the same culture
dish in the luminometer is also plotted for comparison. Note first that the two individual cells begin with similar phases, peaking 4–6 hr after
the start of the experiment but that due to differences in period, the cells have drifted completely out of phase by the end. As cells become
desynchronized, they begin to cancel out one another’s rhythms, and this is reflected in the rapidly damped oscillations seen in the arithmetic
sum of luminescence from all 25 cells monitored, as well as in the luminescence from the entire microscope field, and finally also in the
luminometer recording from the entire dish.
mental implication that damping or arrhythmicity at a cellular level because we now know that single periph-
eral cells as well as SCN neurons can become desyn-tissue or culture level can no longer be taken at face
value as evidence for defective circadian function at a chronized and oscillate independently. It is now clear
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Figure 5. Primary Fibroblast Rhythms Normalized by Period and
Phase
Luminescence rhythms of all 25 primary fibroblasts from one experi-
ment were normalized by period and phase, by plotting lumines-
cence as a function of circadian cycles for each cell, in order to
reveal any overall trends in amplitude or waveform. Individual cellFigure 4. Primary Fibroblast Rhythms Sorted by Start Phase
rhythms are plotted in the upper panel with a different color for eachLuminescence rhythms of all 75 primary fibroblasts from one experi-
cell. The mean is plotted below, revealing a reasonably stable meanment are represented in this plot. Each horizontal raster line repre-
amplitude and waveform over the course of the 11 day experimentsents a single cell, with elapsed time plotted left to right. Lumines-
and no damping.cence intensity data from all cells were normalized for amplitude,
and then color-coded: higher than average values are red, and lower
than average values are green. The cells are sorted in order of start
phase, so that the emergence of desynchrony can be more easily reflects stronger coupling among SCN neurons. More-
appreciated. over, the SCN in vivo may serve to synchronize periph-
eral clock cells to one another and to the light/dark
cycle, although it may not be required to sustain theirthat hypotheses involving circadian rhythm damping or
oscillations.arrhythmicity must be tested at single-cell resolution.
It should be noted that damping of peripheral circa- Supplemental Data
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